Design is

We believe the creative process is a way of understanding and realizing positive change in the world. This is why every student at Olin takes several broadly-themed design courses, regardless of their degree program. There are no departments in the Olin experience; you will work with students, staff, and the entire faculty to realize learning opportunities for all.

A big deal

From the smallest satisfying moment with a product to the most important social challenges, design offers great potential—failure of imagination is too common. Do you get excited about all aspects of design, its practice, theory, people, history, and what we can do with it together? We do. Join our efforts to create a vision and strategy for design at Olin and engineering education globally. Pursue research on interesting ideas, like mass collaboration or the end of products.

At Olin

We are excited about co-teaching in an experiential, student-centric, studio-based learning environment. We enjoy fun, irreverent, creative acts; appreciate design theory and methodology debates; engage the literature; run interactive method workshops; and keep an eye on advances in other disciplines. We are seeking enthusiastic applicants for a full- or part-time faculty position in design. Whether you are an academic or an active practitioner, if you hold an advanced degree in a relevant field, or have years of experience doing and thinking about design, we would love to hear from you.

For more information, please see: www.olin.edu/search

For inquiries, please email: facultysearch@olin.edu

Olin College is an Equal Opportunity Employer, and specifically invites and encourages applications from underrepresented groups.